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From the author of over 70 published works, a new series in the Erotica genre.
Guaranteed titillation and suspense!
Kathryn Kun&#x2019;s *Kat and Jules* series &#x2014; The Adventures of
Californian Nympho Sisters where gorgeous girls get what they want, and often more
than they bargained for.
Kat and Jules tells the story of a reporter charged with documenting the sexual
exploits of a Los Angeles nymphomaniac. Over a period of years the two sisters
engage in a rampage of sexual conquests, from moments of intense intimacy to
extremes of deviant and dangerous behavior. The reporter finds himself frustratingly
entwined in their lives until ultimately he succumbs to their calculated plan.
This short story (~4130 words) is Episode #5 in a series of ten that take Kat and Jules
deeper into their sexual fetishes, both as lovers and with the male partners they
ensnare. In this Episode (Kat Burglar) Kat has an unexpected visitor. She finds
herself trapped between horror and euphoria. Which one will it be?
Themes: FM, FF, BDSM, seduction and control, fantasy non-consensual sex.
WARNING: This book describes the behavior of two sisters who should never have
been let out their parent&#x2019;s sight. You may find their exploits too hot to handle.
Mature Content:
This story contains sexually explicit material and is intended for mature individuals
only, over the age of 18 years. By downloading this story and opening this document,
you state that you are of a legal age to access and read this fictional story. All of the
characters portrayed in this story are over 18 years old, whether specified within the
story or not.
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